
Client Onboarding through NetX360™ 

More time to grow your business with Client Onboarding 
through NetX360

Now it is easier than ever for advisors to open accounts 
through NetX360. 

Fully integrated into NetX360, Pershing’s Client Onboarding solution makes it 
easy to complete the steps needed to onboard a new client—from populating 
data to generating forms to obtaining signatures and funding accounts. Our 
streamlined solution will also help you to:

 ›  Simplify client onboarding as NetX360 Client Onboarding captures data from 
NetX360 or your firm’s customer relationship management (CRM) database

 ›  Improve onboarding efficiency and accuracy as online forms for the new 
account can be pre-filled as part of the account opening process—eliminating 
the need for manual rekeying

 ›  Gain more control with highly configurable fields and features required for 
account opening documentation

 ›  Obtain easy account access and greater visibility because the status of an 
account is visible in NetX360 Work Corner at any point during the opening process 

 ›  Gather verifiable, secure e-signatures with acceptance of e-signed documents 
from multiple vendors like SIGNiX, as well as in-person electronic signatures

 ›  Fund accounts faster and achieve higher funding rates with fewer manual 
steps to gather signatures and initiate transactions

The NetX360 Platform
Pershing’s Client Onboarding solution provides a broad spectrum of other 
features and options as well. The platform enables advisors to fully configure 
data gathering rules according to client needs, choose from multiple account 
approval levels and create customized help text to guide a specific client or office 
through account opening. This makes it easier and more efficient for advisors to 
open accounts online.

For more information about Pershing’s Client Onboarding experience, contact 
your Pershing Relationship Manager. 
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Key Benefits

 ›  More time for relationship building 
and less time spent on data entry

 ›  Increased speed to fund and  
trade accounts

 ›  Increased compliance and  
mitigated risk

 ›  A streamlined comprehensive  
digital experience


